
Roberto Salbitani was born in Padua in 1945. He began taking photographs in the early seventies, 
during his frequent trips in Italy, Europe and America as a film and photography journalist. Travel, 
with its unexpected meetings and discoveries, becomes the way in which he relates to the world in 
general, whether represented by a city in expansion, devastated suburbs, places wracked by the vio-
lent process of modern urbanization, which he calls “lost lands”, or places of the heart, where one can 
try to re-establish a liberating relationship with nature. In 1980, with Franco Paolini, he founded the 
Centro Fotografia Giudecca, which was active until 1985 on the Venetian island, offering courses and 
workshops and organizing debates and other initiatives involving the local residents. In 1986, on a 
farmstead in Mogginano (Arezzo) he founded the Scuola di Fotografia nella Natura, offering courses 
and photographic nature safaris until 1996. Subsequently, the school was moved to Tredozio (Fae-
nza) and then Sovicille (Siena). In the nineties he began offering his “traveling courses”, photographic 
group tours targeting sites where ancient civilizations have left their mark, like the Etruscan sites and 
ancient hot springs in Tuscany and Alta Tuscia, or areas sculpted by powerful natural forces, like vol-
canoes: first Stromboli and then Etna. He has lived in Rome since the late nineties. He teaches regular 
courses at the CRAF in Spilimbergo.
Salbitani’s work has been exhibited in Italy, Europe and the United States. The following is a list of his 
principal publications:
Immaginesimo, 1974; La città invasa, 1978; Incontri con animali straordinari, 1992; Minatori 
dell’argento. Lotte agli alogenuri in camera oscura, 1994; Il viaggio. Fotografie 1971-1994, 1994; Ven-
ezia. Circumnavigazioni e derive, 2012.

The exhibit illustrates forty years of artistic endeavor by a master of contemporary Italian photography. 

Because it suited him, because he wanted to keep his artistic itinerary “pure” and free of market pres-
sure, because he feels strongly about individual freedom: these are the reasons why Roberto Salbi-
tani, after having made a reputation for himself in the seventies as one of the photographers who 
gave new impetus to the art in Italy, chose an essentially solitary route of inquiry. His photography 
has always been combined with teaching and with experimentation with new printing techniques, 
in which he is an acknowledged expert. His black and white images are particularly dark (“I print in 
black”, he confirms), transmitting a pensive view of the world, an awareness of the difficulties of con-
temporary life. 
He admires Eugene Smith, Robert Frank, Lee Friedlander, Minor White, Walter Chappell, Wynn Bull-
ock, Paul Caponigro and Emmet Gowin: photographers who present significant analyses of the con-
tradictions of materialism and the consumer society and the consequent solitude that characterizes 
our lives, on one hand, and on the other celebrate the importance of nature, of what has been lost 
and cannot be replaced. 
His photographs, deeply introspective, sometimes visionary, are critical of the conformist, standard-
ized behavior that characterizes contemporary society. He examines the difficult relationship between 
man and the environment in which he lives, lost and destroyed. He moves from cities in expansion to 
areas ravaged by the violence of urbanization to the search for places of the heart, in which it is pos-
sible to recover a liberating relationship with nature.

The exhibit features the author’s six most important works, all characterized by long narrations ex-
tended in time: La città invasa, [Invaded City] 1972-1984, dedicated to the assault of advertising and 
other images in contemporary cities; Viaggio, [Journey] 1974-1982, on trains as places for chance 
encounters and existential suspension; Dalle mille e una notte (passate al cinema), [From the thou-
sand and one nights (spent at the movies)]1973-1980, a magical pastiche of images taken from films 
and photographed at the cinema; Viaggio in terre sospese, [Journey to the suspended lands] 1975, 
images of the surroundings from inside a car; Il punto di vista del topo, [What the rat sees] 1990-
1998, a journey far from the state roads, in search of traces of the city’s invasion of the countryside; 
Autismi, [Autisms] 1997-2006, on the automobile as a symbol of power and a surrogate for sex, able 
to stimulate serious forms of dependency in men; Venezia. Circumnavigazioni e derive, [Venice. Cir-
cumnavigations and drifts] 1971-2007, a long “poem” dedicated to the city of his dreams, consisting 
of memories, dreams and visions out of time. 

ROBERTO SALBITANI 
A TRAVELER’S STORY



“The entertainment city wanted me to be 

a passive receptacle, well, that made me 

react to those reflexive see and be seen 

diktats by defending myself with my 

camera lens and reflecting those mes-

sages back to the sender. So my photo-

graphs procured me a sort of paradoxi-

cal immunity from the other photos. (…) 

I was trying to avoid what seemed to me 

an intolerable form of massification (…) 

and in order to do this I used the same 

mass media that had been employed 

to produce those models of conformity! 

(…) I think that in all this, the activation of 

that imaginative circuit was very impor-

tant – even in a belligerent sense (…) of 

“personal image against mass image” 

– that allowed me to easily absorb the 

impact of reality.”

1979

Salbitani’s first important project, which lasted for six years and 
was published in part in 1978, in a well-received book issued by 
Punto e Virgola, the publishing house founded by Luigi Ghirri, a 
like-minded friend during those years. The proliferation of im-
ages in the urban panorama, advertising and non, strikes the 
photographer, who perceives them as invasive, sometimes ag-
gressive intruders. 

Invaded City shows us a composite metropolis (the sum of 
many cities: Turin, Paris, Milan, London, Marseilles, Salzburg, 
Padua, Budapest, Venice, Zurich, Rome, Graz, Bologna, New 
York, Florence) which, shot as if it were an “image display case”, 
ends up resembling a theater set, a fake environment, created 
not for real, everyday life, but solely for perceptual purposes. 

The author underscores the process of progressive artificiali-
zation of the urban environment through photos that appear 
almost hallucinated, capturing from the very beginning the es-
sence of the mechanisms of mass consumption and the inva-
siveness of the mass media, and above all the mediatory func-
tion played by images in every aspect of behavior and social 
interaction. 

INVADED CITY, 1972-1984



Along with Invaded City, this is Salbitani’s other best-known project. It consists of a long series of 
pensive images (the exhibit features a selection printed in extra-large format), drawn from that 
particular atmosphere of uncertainty and suspension of spatial and temporal reality that the au-
thor is repeatedly immersed in while seated in the compartments of the many trains he takes. 

Compact and controlled in its compositional structure, the work is apparently straightforward and 
simple, but is actually almost mysterious. The train is where time flies, where landscapes change 
continuously outside the windows. Sitting in the train we reflect on the vicissitudes of life, on wait-
ing, on chance occurrences and surprising or banal encounters. On destiny.

In Salbitani’s photographs, the train is almost a theater set, where characters unknown to each 
other meet and play a scene together, while the world outside the windows streams by. The rec-
tangle of the window becomes a movie screen, on which different scenarios are projected: if the 
traveler watches them pass, it is a movie, if he sleeps, a dream.

“In In this series of photographs (…) there is the back and forth traveling by train, which has gone on throughout my entire 

life (…) the train lets me brush against the bodies and gestures of people whom I could easily ignore, because nothing ties 

me to them except that we are in the same space, by pure chance, in a fraction of time between two infinites. This coincid-

ing of lives, destinies and directions, which is already different in the next compartment, which is whisked away by the next 

train, makes me look for something to hang on to. (…) Who were those people, really? I ask myself, what real places flowed 

outside the window frames before I gave them a place on my train, in my journey?

1994

JOURNEY, 1974-1982



For quite a few years, after wandering through the city streets and taking trains during the day, Sal-
bitani would sit in movie theaters at night, taking photographs of the scenes that most intrigued 
him. The “thousand and one nights” are those spent in movie theaters, photographing the images 
on the screen, and the equally numerous nights passed in the darkroom, developing and print-
ing. The result is a long series of 99 images taken from different films: “a movie made my way”, the 
author explains. The images are shaded in blue: the color of the night sky.

Salbitani has always been a film buff, from early childhood. His favorite three directors are quite 
different in their approaches. Federico Fellini conquered him with his visionary power and inti-
macy with the world of dreams; in Ingmar Bergman, he admired the ability to expose the soul 
and examine human relations in a rigorously secular yet spiritual world; Andrej Tarkovskij struck 
him with the mysterious force that permeates the images of his films. One could say that Salbi-
tani’s work is a kind of “cinematographic photography”, because his work is grouped in extended 
sequences, not based on a spatial or temporal unity, nor on a fast rendition of events “stolen” by 
the shutter, as in photo reporting: instead, he creates ample compositions of photographs united 
by a single theme, displayed one next to the other, but also deriving one from the other, and thus 
creating a syntactic structure.

“For many years, after I had wandered 

around the city or taken a train during 

the day, I would sit in the darkness of 

a movie theater at night, where certain 

scenes, sometimes wonderful and 

sometimes terrifying, would pin me to 

my seat. (…) The “thousand and one 

nights” are the lightning-fast nights 

spent in the movie theater, with my 

black camera resting on my stomach, 

seated squarely in the middle and curs-

ing the click of the shutter, that broke 

the dense silence in the theater. (…) 

The “thousand and one nights” are the 

many nights spent in the movie theat-

ers, but also the nights later spent in the 

darkroom, printing the 99 negatives I 

had chosen in dark tones (…). The result 

of the prolonged darkening I imposed 

on these prints is this long sequence 

of photographs (…), almost like a film 

done ‘my way’.”

1980

FROM THE THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS (SPENT AT THE MOVIES), 1973-1980



In this project, executed in the mid-seventies, Salbitani exam-
ines a subject that he later re-addresses in Autisms: the auto-
mobile as a capsule, inside which lives homo automobilisticus 
and from which the world is a series of points of arrival, frag-
mented by the window frames. 

A new point of view is imposing itself: everything is seen 
through car windows. The landscape outside the window had 
already been present in Journey: the land becomes an image: 
it isn’t “really” experienced, but seen as a representation. As 
if contemporary man found it impossible to interact naturally 
and spontaneously with his environment, as if everything had 
to pass through structures, barriers, screens. Everything is an 
image, nothing is real.

JOURNEY TO THE SUSPENDED LANDS, 1975



In the nineties, Salbitani devotes his efforts to an inquest of the territory, a search for the over-
looked and unknown in an attempt to capture how nature has been altered by the city. 

The dark images, printed on an ominous black background, are still lives of our modern land-
scape, not without their impact, that show us destroyed objects: the rusted carcass of a car en-
veloped by vines, a wheel, a scarecrow, a mannequin, lost objects, cast-offs decaying in a pitiless 
process of contamination between city and countryside, between the natural and the artificial. 

Realized in several visits to Tuscany, the Piedmont and the Veneto region, What the rat sees is an 
alarming itinerary through rubble, far from the main streets, that brings us face to face with the 
unexpected, the subterranean and all those material and apparently random imprints that serve 
as testimonials of “the other side of ‘progress’ and ‘modernity’ “, as the author says.

 It’s a sort of counterpart of Invaded City, highlighting the “monstrous” invasion of the country-
side by the signs of the city, or images of the agricultural world deformed by its proximity to the 
mass media.

“I lower my gaze to take in what 

deposits itself after man has gone, on 

the objects produced and the things 

consumed. I get dusty under the pillars 

of a highway overpass, among putrefied 

swallows and smoked truckers’ gloves, 

discarded after God knows what fight 

on the asphalt. I pull my shoes up from 

the marmalade of mud and expired yo-

gurt and bend over to examine a piece 

of rubber tread stuck to a plastic milk 

carton. Time, dust and smoke are the 

cement that binds these casual off-road 

affairs.”

1992

“When, as you’re developing, an image 

gradually forms from the darkness, the 

event is all for you, it reveals itself to 

you. (…) There’s a bit of the origins in 

the little things we do with the camera 

obscura. (…) Printing darkly gives me 

the shivers (…) I tend to be a “black 

printer”. Things immersed in darkness 

can be abstracted at the precise instant 

in which they are photographed. And so 

they depart for another journey through 

the paths of the imagination.”

1994 

WHAT THE RAT SEES, 1990-1998



The project entitled Autisms, at first called Makkine [Kars], lasted almost ten years. The subject is 
the automobile, and with it the road, viewed as an obsessive and dangerous element of modern 
society, as a symbol of power and substitute for sex, which can create very serious forms of de-
pendency and shape and distort our lives without our knowledge.

Ever-present in our lives, almost an extension of our body, venerated by the masses, “sacred to-
tem of our time” in Salbitani’s words, but also a bringer of death, the car has altered the face of 
the world.

The photographs in this series, printed in dark black and white as is the author’s wont, is congru-
ent with Invaded City and What the rat sees. The project pulses with harsh criticism of contempo-
rary society, a kind of j’accuse, which in Salbitani’s work is always more about pain than accusation. 
The warning is aimed at society, the state of the environment, the inability to see and understand, 
and the images are redolent with fear, death, violence and the passive acceptance of the most 
common stereotypes: shiny steel chassis in automobile shows, rusting carcasses, streets with skid 
marks, tunnels and cemeteries loom ominously, in a space-time where night and day are indistin-
guishable. 

“In the past, and even today, I observed 

“kars” and the road (…), subjects that 

elude the perception and awareness 

of contemporary man. Having by now 

become a “natural” extension of our 

bodies and our way of living, the “kar” 

is captured here during its most brazen 

exhibitions as the idol of the masses, 

the sacred totem of our times; but also 

as an instrument that tinges the places 

where we pass with a funereal air (…), an 

arrogant command console of a capsule 

suspended in its own ether. Indifferent 

to gravity, to the pulse of the surround-

ing landscape.”

2006

“The transformation of objective stimuli 

operated by visual perception and the 

acquisition of new visual habits is also 

influenced by the subdivision of the 

spaces visualized and the segmenta-

tion of the ample horizon into a series 

of rectangular boxes, like when we look 

through the windows of a car. We do it 

every day, whether behind the wheel or 

riding in the passenger seat, skimming 

the world with our aroused retinas, 

playing at recognizing or following 

the figures that stream past us, always 

incomplete.

2006

AUTISMS, 1997-2006



This important work was originally entitled Venezia. Una serenissima un po’ turbata [Venice. Se-
renity perturbed], which later became Venezia. Circumnavigazioni e derive [Venice. Circumnavi-
gations and drifts], and was published in book form in 2012. It includes photographs taken from 
1971 to 2007, stretching over a long period, an entire lifetime of photos. The long sequence is 
divided into twelve chapters. The exhibit displays a small selection chosen by the author. 

It is a flow of moments, almost bubbles of space and time adrift in memory, visible on the printed 
paper but intangible, like dreams. Metabolized by an entire life, these photographs float on the 
surface like fragments out of time: thoughts, visions of suspended places and figures, silent voids, 
magmatic materials, small and great events that meet and are superimposed on one another, 
defying the laws of time. 

It is a deeply mysterious work that Salbitani has put together in honor of the city of Venice, where 
he first dreamt of becoming a photographer, where he lived and taught for many years, where he 
returns often. The photographs are dark, as always, loaded with fears and expectations, in which 
elements of day to day life mingle with distant symbols, signs and abstractions. 

Salbitani has created some round prints. The circle stands for perfection, union, equal distance 
from the core. It is the shape of the sun, moon and earth: it symbolizes the cycle of the seasons 
and of life. From a more photographic standpoint, the circle is associated with the lens, and also 
with a technical instrument of observation like the telescope, and the perfect sphere, the crystal 
ball, reveals the secrets of our future. 

“Though limited, circumscribed and fragmentary, these Venetian bromides of mine have seen the light because they wanted 

to be seen. Venice is like an enormous circular vessel that exudes time and memories, whose hold is a belly swollen by too 

much humanity, by the quantities of mud that are deposited in it. (…) In addition to water, Venice is swamped by imagina-

tion. Barely restrained by their moorings, the city and its images – one and the same – drift slowly in the mind of every traveler 

escaping stagnation and making for the open sea.”

2012

I often dream of a place that appears much like Venice at night, I circumnavigate it by land and by sea, together with other 

people who are apparently going in the same direction, but none of us is really going anywhere, we are suspended, waiting 

for something. Little by little, Venice has filled my film rolls with visual surprises and wonders. I used to go there, and still go 

there, to refresh my life and my gaze, to shield myself from modernity.”

2012

VENICE. CIRCUMNAVIGATIONS AND DRIFTS, 1971-2007


